SCE named 13th Fastest Growing
Environmental Services Company in
America by Inc. Magazine
SCE awarded the Governor’s Award for
Safety Excellence and a Safety Merit
Award from ENR Magazine.
SCE has an EMR of .760, with Zero lost work days
and Zero accidents in 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014,
and 2015.

Service: Emergency Response
In the case of an emergency, having a competent, efficient and effective environmental services company on-call is
not just important, it’s a necessity. SCE’s Emergency Response Service offers a rapid and effective response to spills
of fracking fluid, diesel fuel or any other hazardous waste. Our land based Emergency Response equipment and
trained personnel are available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. We own over 150 pieces of specialized cleaning
and transportation equipment and employ more than 150 HAZMAT professionals throughout Pennsylvania, New
York and New Jersey. We utilize multiple operation centers, enabling us to respond quickly and efficiently, no matter
where the situation is located.
Our goal is to minimize clients’ liabilities, negotiate with regulators and cost-effectively address every aspect
associated with drilling emergencies. In an emergency situation, SCE will always be there to perform all of the
necessary response services from clean-up to excavation work to soil and waste disposal. SCE understands that
remediation at the physical site, although important and essential, is only part of a complete Emergency Response
offering. Additionally, SCE’s Emergency Response includes appropriate regulatory coordination and reporting
including damage assessment and containment.
Over the past 16 years, we have managed some of the largest emergency response projects in Pennsylvania and New
York for our oil and gas clients, including several large scale trucking and pipeline release sites in the Marcellus Shale.

The SCE Advantage
Emergency situations demand competent, professional responses. Trusted as a national emergency response
provider, SCE is an experienced, efficient, safe teammate. Our special projects experience includes providing
anthrax sampling and decontamination services to the United States Post Office in Washington, DC; recovery and
decontamination stations at the World Trade Center site; and mold abatement, construction demolition and debris
cleanup after Hurricane Katrina & Sandy. Being a company that the US government turns to in times of crisis, SCE also
has over ten years of oil and gas emergency response experience in Pennsylvania and New York.
Our relationship with your company does not simply start and end with Emergency Response Service. SCE provides a
wide range of auxiliary gas field services and we believe that prevention is a best practice.
Working with SCE for all of your additional oil and gas construction service needs can help bring our impeccable
health and safety record to your business. Whether it’s water hauling, waste disposal, or well pad restoration, SCE
has the capabilities, experience and equipment to ensure worry-free, safe operation.
Visit www.scenv.com to see our complete line of Marcellus Shale Services.
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